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Abstract Global environmental changes and human activity influence wildland fires worldwide, but the
relative importance of the individual factors varies regionally and their interplay can be difficult to disentangle.
Here we evaluate projected future changes in burned area at the European and sub-European scale, and we
investigate uncertainties in the relative importance of the determining factors. We simulated future burned area
with LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE, a patch-dynamic global vegetation model with a semiempirical fire model, and
LPJmL-SPITFIRE, a dynamic global vegetation model with a process-based fire model. Applying a range of
future projections that combine different scenarios for climate changes, enhanced CO2 concentrations, and
population growth, we investigated the individual and combined effects of these drivers on the total area and
regions affected by fire in the 21st century. The two models differed notably with respect to the dominating
drivers and underlying processes. Fire-vegetation interactions and socioeconomic effects emerged as important
uncertainties for future burned area in some European regions. Burned area of eastern Europe increased in
both models, pointing at an emerging new fire-prone region that should gain further attention for future
fire management.

1. Introduction

Wildland fires are a worldwide phenomenon and play an important role for ecosystems through affecting
biogeochemical cycles and biogeophysical properties [Bowman et al., 2009]. Fire has influenced the Earth
System over hundreds of millions of years, but changes in fire regimes have been documented best since
the last ice age [Marlon et al., 2008; Daniau et al., 2010]. From an atmospheric perspective, fire-related emis-
sions from biomass burning influence the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere as well as
short-lived, reactive substances, but the overall effects on radiative forcing are uncertain [Ciais et al., 2013].
Fire also leads to changes in vegetation cover and thus affects surface properties [Randerson et al., 2006].
Regular occurrence of fire is also an important component that affects vegetation structure and species
composition [Bowman and Panton, 1995; Moreira, 2000; Shackleton and Scholes, 2000; Bond et al., 2005].

Fire is affected by biotic and abiotic factors such as weather and fuel (type, load, continuity, and structure). For
example, grass-dominated fuel types tend to accelerate fire spread [Johnson, 1992; Flannigan et al., 2000;
Flannigan et al., 2005;Westerling et al., 2006; van der Werf et al., 2008] compared to more coarse, woody fuels.
But fire is also strongly controlled by socioeconomic factors. Throughout history, human activities have
increasingly been influencing fire regimes through population growth, settlements, changes in land use,
and fire management [Savage and Swetnam, 1990; Guyette et al., 2002; Mouillot and Field, 2005; Marlon
et al., 2008; McWethy et al., 2010; Roebroeks and Villa, 2011]. Since in addition to climate change and increas-
ing atmospheric CO2 concentrations, demography and human land use are projected to continue to change
in the future, it poses the question of how these factors will interact and drive changes in future fire
regimes regionally.

In Europe, with on average half a million hectares of area burned every year [Camia et al., 2010; Schmuck et al.,
2011], 85% of the total occur in Mediterranean Europe [Schmuck et al., 2011]. Fire is considered to cause large
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ecosystem and socioeconomic losses [San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013]. Presently, more than 90% of the fires in
Europe are caused by humans [Ganteaume et al., 2013], and some can result in very large fire events with
associated damage to human properties and lives. But “natural” fire regimes in many parts of Europe are
difficult to quantify given Europe’s long history of human land use, which makes it difficult to judge how
present fire regimes would differ from a Europe without humans. Fire regimes in Europe are not only affected
by human ignition [Ganteaume et al., 2013] but also by fire management [Moreira et al., 2011], which
complicates the assessment of the overall anthropogenic effects on burned area—at continental and
subcontinental scales.

Future fire activity in Europe is expected to increase due to enhanced occurrence of fire-prone weather con-
ditions, and climate has been identified as a main driver for future fire regimes [Mouillot et al., 2002;Moriondo
et al., 2006; Amatulli et al., 2013]. Recent studies have included human effects and these have reported a dam-
pening of the climate effects on fire emissions [e.g., Kloster et al., 2012; Migliavacca et al., 2013b]. Moreover,
atmospheric CO2 fertilization has so far only been investigated for effects on vegetation through enhancing
photosynthesis and water use efficiency [Cramer et al., 2001; Hickler et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2014], while its
indirect impact on fire has not yet been explicitly quantified. Filling this gap by quantifying the potential
effect of CO2 fertilization could be helpful to understand future fire regimes for Europe. In addition, future
burned area has been so far mainly investigated in the context of fire emission projections, but no study
has specifically addressed and systematically investigated how global environmental change would affect
burned area across Europe. Since burned area also has a large impact on human societies, by destroying
properties and endangering lives, this aspect of fire regimes deserves more attention.

In this study, we address the question of how CO2 fertilization and human population density influence future
burned area in Europe compared to the effects of climate change. To enable the exploration of potential sen-
sitivities, we conducted a series of factorial experiments to evaluate the influence of climatic, physiological,
and socioeconomic conditions on future fire regimes separately. We applied two integrated fire-vegetation
models: LPJ-GUESS coupled with the empirical fire submodel SIMFIRE and LPJmL coupled with the
process-based fire submodel SPITFIRE, driven by climate data from four CMIP5 Earth System Models (ESMs)
and two different Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), which were combined with two Shared
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Common Features in Two Models

The two integrated fire-vegetation models, LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE and LPJmL-SPITFIRE, used in this study share
certain features with the Lund-Potsdam-Jena Dynamic Global Vegetation Model [LPJ-DGVM,Sitch et al., 2003]:
physiological processes like the calculation of carbon fluxes (gross primary production and autotrophic and
heterotrophic respiration) and pools (in leaves, sapwood, heartwood, storage organs, roots, litter, and soil), as
well as water fluxes (interception, evaporation, transpiration, soil moisture, snowmelt, and runoff). Carbon
and water dynamics are closely linked through canopy conductance and are simulated on a daily time step
in response to changing temperatures, declining water availability and rising atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions. Meanwhile, the two models maintain also very unique features described in the following.

2.2. LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE

The dynamic vegetation submodel, LPJ-GUESS in LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE, is designed for regional to global
applications, especially regarding forest-gap model approaches in simulation of vegetation dynamics
[Smith et al., 2001]. LPJ-GUESS simulates growth dynamics of age cohorts. Stochastic growth, mortality
events, and disturbance in vegetation are represented by averaging multiple simulated patches for a given
location (grid cell). Each patch with separated stochastic events hosts a mixture of plant functional types
(PFTs), and each PFT per patch is represented by one mean individual. We applied the model following
the Europe-specific PFT setting used by Hickler et al. [2012], with 14 different tree PFTs, 4 shrub PFTs,
and two herbaceous PFTs (one for C3 and one for C4 photosynthesis, respectively). Establishment and
mortality are influenced by resource competition.

SIMFIRE predicts annual burned area on the basis of biome type and fuel continuity (determined from vege-
tation characteristics simulated by LPJ-GUESS), climatic fire danger (defined as the probability of burning
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from climate forcing), and human population density (provided as external forcing). A limited set of global
parameters were derived by inversion of SIMFIRE against global multiyear satellite-observed burned area
[Knorr et al., 2014]. When using only European burned area data for the optimization, it was not possible to
find a satisfactory minimum. Therefore, in order to adjust certain parameters to represent conditions in
Europe as closely as possible, we set up a regionalized parameterization using socioeconomic regions in
combination with biomes as described by Knorr et al. [2014] (see Table A2 and Figure B2 therein for the socio-
economic regions, including Europe). In this setup, a biome is split into different parts according to the socio-
economic region in which it is located, and each part is treated effectively as a separate “biome.” For this
study, the following biomes were differentiated by socioeconomic region: “cropland/urban/natural vegeta-
tion mosaic,” “shrubland,” “savanna or grassland,” “needleleaf forest,” and “tundra,” resulting in 36 regions
overall. For the coupled runs of LPJ-GUESS and SIMFIRE, for those aforementioned biomes that had been split
by socioeconomic regions we used the parameter values associated with the region “Europe,” while the
remaining biomes had only one global parameter value, which we used here (see Table S1).

The biome type in SIMFIRE directly influences burned area. When SIMFIRE is coupled to LPJ-GUESS, it is
computed based on the percentage of woody PFTs (to distinguish grasslands) and vegetation height (to
distinguish shrubs from trees), and the fraction of tropical versus extratropical PFTs. Climatic fire danger is
represented by the maximum daily Nesterov index [Thonicke et al., 2010] during a fire year, computed for
each grid cell according to the local weather (input from the external forcing data). Fuel continuity is
estimated from the annual maximum vegetation fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation
(FAPAR) simulated by LPJ-GUESS. The impacts of fire on carbon emissions and plant litter dynamics are imple-
mented as described by Knorr et al. [2012]. For further details on SIMFIRE see Knorr et al. [2014], while its
coupling with LPJ-GUESS is described in Knorr et al. [2015].

Total burned area can be significantly influenced by small fires, here meant as those fires below the resolution
of surface reflectance imagery used to map burn scars in global burned area products, i.e., between 21 ha and
approximately 100 ha [Randerson et al., 2012]. These fires often occur in agricultural land [McCarty et al., 2009].
However, optimization of SIMFIRE taking into account small fires led to rather similar parameters to one with-
out a small-fire correction [Knorr et al., 2014]. Therefore, with the focus of this study on natural vegetation and
given that the correction for small fires is also uncertain, we applied LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE with fire risk para-
meters optimized based on GFED3.1, which does not account for small fires.

2.3. LPJmL-SPITFIRE

The dynamic vegetation submodel LPJmL (The Lund-Potsdam-Jena dynamic global vegetation model for
managed land) in LPJmL-SPITFIRE considers dynamic land management and describes vegetation dynamics
as driven by climate and soil conditions. Natural vegetation is represented at the biome level by nine plant
functional types [Sitch et al., 2003], and growth, phenology, and harvest of 12 crop functional types accounts
for agricultural production [Bondeau et al., 2007]. Area-based approaches are applied and no gap model fea-
tures or age cohorts are implemented, but at each location, one average individual per PFT growing at this
location is simulated.

Fire is simulated using the process-based fire model SPITFIRE [Thonicke et al., 2010], which calculates climatic fire
danger, human- and lightning-caused ignitions as well as spread, effects, and emissions of fire. SPITFIRE simu-
lates small- to large-scale fires as long as the minimum fire-line intensity provides enough energy for the fires
to spread. Area burned can be limited by low-climatic fire danger as it limits fire duration, and by fuel availability
as it limits fire spread. Regionally specific fire ignition pattern are based on the parameterization approach for
human-caused fires derived from relatively precise and robust long-term fire statistics including small burned
area for the Mediterranean region [Moreno et al., 1998] and European temperate forest [Thonicke and Cramer,
2006]. This process-based fire model allows for investigating changes in human population density on fire igni-
tions, changes in vegetation productivity, or changes in fuel size on fire spread, as well as feedback to vegeta-
tion by fuel combustion and postfire mortality. Postfire mortalities for PFTs are determined based on the
amount of damage to the crown, and to the cambium, both of which are relevant to the simulated fire intensity.

2.4. Input Data

Both vegetation models were forced by the same temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, atmospheric
CO2 concentration, and human population density from 1901 to 2100 (supporting information Figure S1).
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LPJmL-SPITFIRE additionally requires wind speed data to calculate fire spread. We used climate model simu-
lations from the CMIP5 project [Taylor et al., 2012] based on the Representative Concentrations Pathways
(RCPs) 2.6 and 8.5 [van Vuuren et al., 2011] from four ESMs (Table 1). Monthly output from the ESM simulations
was interpolated to a 0.5 × 0.5° grid resolution and bias corrected against the mean climate of 1961–1990
derived from Climatic Research Unit Timeseries 3.10 [Harris et al., 2014] in a way mostly following [Ahlström
et al., 2012], in which climate output of monthly mean temperature and shortwave radiation were linearly
interpolated to daily values, and daily precipitation was simulated by a weather generator based on monthly
fraction of rain days. In addition, we followed the approach by Knorr et al. [2015] to predict the monthly num-
ber of rainy days and the monthly mean diurnal temperature for future based on linear regressions against
monthly mean precipitation and temperature, respectively. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations were taken
directly from corresponding scenarios RCP 8.5 and RCP 2.6 (Figure S1b).

Population data were used from the historical estimates of History Database of the Global Environment
(HYDE) 3.1 [Goldewijk et al., 2010] aggregated to 0.5° by 0.5° spatial resolution until the year 2005. For future
projections, population scenarios SSP1 and SSP5 under the framework of SSPs [O’Neill et al., 2014] were used
(https://secure.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/ene/SspDb/dsd?Action=htmlpage&page=about; Table 1). SSP1 assumes
a sustainable development directed toward environmentally friendly processes with low carbon emission
and low population growth rates, and SSP5 assumes the absence of climate policies with rapid economic
development, high carbon emission and high population growth rates [O’Neill et al., 2014]. Both SSP1 and
SSP5 use the same fast urbanization scenario [Jiang, 2014]. In our study, we applied the combination of
RCP 2.6 with SSP1, and RCP 8.5 with SSP5, following recommendations from van Vuuren and Carter [2014].
The SSP population scenarios with changes in population in urban regions, which were available on a per-
country basis, were applied to the spatial distribution of HYDE 3.1 for 2005. To do so, the rural and urban
populations of HYDE were multiplied separately for each country by the population growth relative to
2005, followed by a rescaling of the population density for all grid cells of each country to match the per-
country values again. LPJmL-SPITFIRE additionally used historical land use data to restrict the size of the
potential burned area and to account for large-scale landscape fragmentation [Fader et al., 2011]. By subdi-
viding the grid cell into a stand, where natural vegetation was simulated, and several other stands, where
the growth dynamics of crops and managed grassland were simulated. The size of the natural stand deter-
mines the maximum size of area burned in natural vegetation, i.e., wildfires.

2.5. Simulation Experiments

The simulation experiments were initialized with a 300 year spin-up period using detrended climate from the
ESMs for the years 1901 to 1920 repeated 15 times, during which constant atmospheric CO2 concentration
and constant human population density of the year 1900 were used. In addition, LPJmL-SPITFIRE used a fixed
land use fraction for the year 1900 for an additional land use spin-up to bring carbon and water pools into
equilibrium with early land use conditions. Land use restriction in LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE was not turned on in
the simulation but was considered in the analyses (see section 2.6). After spin-up, for the years 1901 to
2000, both models were driven by historical CO2 concentrations taken from the RCP data set, the historical
human population density estimates from HYDE 3.1 and climate input data from the bias corrected CMIP5

Table 1. Overview of Scenario Combinations and CMIP5 Models Used in This Studya

Scenarios Name Model Name Greenhouse Gas Scenario Population Scenario

MPI85 MPI-ESM-LRb RCP 8.5 SSP5
MPI26 MPI-ESM-LRb RCP 2.6 SSP1
IPSL85 IPSL-CM5A-MRc RCP 8.5 SSP5
IPSL26 IPSL-CM5A-MRc RCP 2.6 SSP1
HAD85 HadGEM2-ESd RCP 8.5 SSP5
HAD26 HadGEM2-ESd RCP 2.6 SSP1
CCSM85 CCSM4e RCP 8.5 SSP5
CCSM26 CCSM4e RCP 2.6 SSP1

aThe succeeding footnotes are the names of the modeling center for each model.
bMax Planck Institute for Meteorology.
cInstitut Pierre-Simon Laplace.
dMet Office Hadley Centre.
eNational Center for Atmospheric Research.
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simulations. The land use fraction used in LPJmL-SPITFIRE was changing until the year 2001 but was kept con-
stant thereafter. From 2001 onward, forcing data from climate and atmospheric CO2 scenarios based on the
RCPs and population scenarios based on SSPs were applied for the standard experiments. For factorial experi-
ments, we used various combinations of scenarios as detailed in Table 2.

In the standard experiments (FUL_EFF, “full effect,” see Table 2), all external drivers were allowed to change.
The factorial experiments followed the FUL_EFF simulation until 2000, after which one external driver
(climate, atmospheric CO2, or human population density) was kept constant in order to estimate its marginal
effect on the overall outcome in the future. In the CON_CLM (“constant climate”) experiment, a 20 year
detrended climate forcing based on the period 1981–2000 was repeated five times from 2001 until 2100.
For the CON_CO2 (“constant CO2”) and CON_POP (“constant population”) experiments, atmospheric CO2

concentration and human population density, respectively, were kept constant at the level of the year
2000 throughout the 21st century.

The impacts of nitrogen (N) cycle on vegetation growth are not included in the model versions adopted in
this study.

2.6. Methods of Analysis

The marginal effects of factors were estimated by the comparison between the FUL_EFF and each factorial
simulation experiment (Table 2).We based our analysis for factorial effects on relative changes of simulated
future burned area compared to the present, i.e., the factorial effect for the variable concerned can be repre-
sented as the Relative Factorial Effect (RFE) of variable Λ for a specific time period, calculated as follows:

RFE ¼ ΛF; future-ΛX; future
� �

=ΛF; present (1)

ΛF, future is the value from the FUL_EFF experiment for the future (2081–2100),ΛX the same variable from one
of the factorial experiments for the same future period (with X representing either CON_CLIM, CON_CO2, or
CON_POP), and ΛF, present the value taken from the FUL_EFF experiment during the recent reference period
(1981–2000). The relative factorial effects for climate change, CO2 fertilization, and population density thus
are denoted as RFECC, RFECO2, and RFEPD, respectively. We employed the Mann-Whitney U test, a
nonparametric testing approach to indicate significant changes in simulations compared to each grid cell
separately within specific time series. This test does not require the assumption of a normal distribution of
the underlying statistical populations [Hollander and Wolfe, 1999] and filters “noise” that may lead to
misinterpretation of changes in spatial pattern.

As we focus on changes in wildfires in Europe, but not on agricultural activities such as agricultural clearing
and stubble burning, we excluded from the analysis grid cells with more than 50% agricultural land using
data from the year 2005 by Ramankutty and Foley [1999]. Results are presented on the basis of ensemble
means except for Figures 5 and 6, in which MPI-ESM-LR is chosen as an example to illustrate factorial impacts
on spatial changes in burned area. Total and regional burned areas in the simulations with MPI-ESM were
closest to the ensemble mean and therefore considered most representative. In the following text, LPJ-
GUESS-SIMFIRE and LPJmL-SPITFIRE are denoted as “LPJ-GUESS” and “LPJmL,” respectively, unless otherwise
specified. All simulations were conducted for a domain covering Europe expanding from 15°W to 38°E
and 35°S and 72°N, and results are presented for the entire domain as well as for the following subregions
(see Figure S2 for definition): Mediterranean Europe, eastern Europe, western Europe, and northern Europe.
The extension of each subregion was adjusted according to the availability of evaluation data for adminis-
trative units.

Table 2. Overview of Factorial Experiments for Each Scenario as Shown in Table 1a

Experiment Climate CO2 Population Density Effects Derived for Analysis

FUL_EFF + + + Full effect
CON_POP + + � Population effect = FUL_EFF� CON_POP
CON_CO2 + - + CO2 effect = FUL_EFF� CON_CO2
CON_CLM � b + + Climate effect = FUL_EFF� CON_CLM

a+: input data follow scenarios. �: input data remain constant after 2000.
bAfter 2000 input is detrended climate data from 1981 to 2000 repeated every 20 years.
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3. Results
3.1. Model Evaluation

We evaluated the spatial and temporal patterns of the cross-ESM ensemblemean burned area by the twomod-
els against monthly burned area from the Global Fire Emission Database, GFED3.1 (Figure 1a) [Giglio et al., 2010]
which is calculated frommultisatellite products, gridded to 0.5° spatial resolution and available for the time per-
iod July 1996 through February 2012. In addition, the recently released GFED 4.1 s is also shown, which includes
the effect of small fires and covers a longer time period (1997–2014; Figure 1b) [Randerson et al., 2012].
Furthermore, we compared simulation results against monthly burned area data from the European Fire
Database [Camia et al., 2010] of the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS; http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu)
which is based on regional administrative statistics of reported burned area in natural vegetation (Figure 2).
The period 1997–2009 with full annual burned area cycles was chosen as the evaluation period.

At the continental scale, the spatial patterns are generally comparable between the two vegetation-fire mod-
els and observation-based estimates (Figures 1 and 2). Simulated burned area of LPJ-GUESS is around
0.38Mha/yr for the Mediterranean region, in closer agreement with GFED 3.1, which does not include small
fires. Overall, LPJ-GUESS, GFED 3.1, and EFFIS are showing a burned area in the order of 0.42Mha/yr for this
region. LPJ-GUESS generally overestimated burned area for the rest of the continent, but the simulated total
burned area in Europe outside the Mediterranean was very small (Figures 1 and 2). With considering small
fires, GFED4.1 s shows around 50% increase in burned area for the Mediterranean and also differs for the rest
of continent compared with GFED 3.1. For Mediterranean Europe, the burned area is more comparable with
LPJmL, which distinguishes small fires and generally simulated more fire activity for Europe. For eastern
Europe, both LPJ-GUESS and LPJmL compare better with the more recent GFED product.

In addition to the spatial patterns, we compared the time series in burned area for the major wildfire coun-
tries in the Mediterranean region (Figure 3) as well as for the rest of regions in Europe (Figure S3). A small

Figure 1. Observed ((a) GFED 3.1 and (b) GFED 4.1 s) versus simulated (c and d) mean annual burned fraction for Europe
over the period 1997–2009. Figures 1c and 1d are from the ensemble mean of ESMs-driven simulations (Table 1) in
experiment FUL_EFF (Table 2). Areas with greater than 50% agricultural land were excluded (grey).
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declining tendency was observed in all
three observation-based products. LPJ-
GUESS simulated declining trends both at
regional and country level with comparable
variability. These simulated trends across
the Mediterranean region and for Europe
generally reflect the observations, though
deviations exist for some regions and coun-
tries (e.g., Italy). Simulated trends from
LPJmL were overall similar to those found
for LPJ-GUESS for many countries and
regions. However, the model presents small
positive trends when run for Europe as a
whole, as well as for the Mediterranean.
These were mainly influenced by a mis-
match in Spain with overestimated fires
toward the end of the simulation period.
For other regions, the two models overall
can capture variability satisfactorily espe-
cially for eastern Europe.

3.2. Future Change in Burned Area

The combined effect of climate, atmospheric CO2, and human population density on future burned area for
Europe, based on the experiment FUL_EFF, showed an increase over the 21st century for both models, lead-
ing to a considerably larger burned area by 2100 (Figure 4). The overall changes in the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario
were around 1.8 (for LPJ-GUESS) and 3.6 (for LPJmL) times the present-day values (Figure 4). Simulations with
RCP2.6-SSP1 led to a more moderate change, with less than 60% increase for both models, and the difference
between the two models was much smaller. Simulated burned areas under the two RCPs start to deviate
differently for the two models, around 2025 (LPJmL) and around 2040 (LPJ-GUESS). The differences in simu-
lated burned area can partly be explained by underlying simulated changes in vegetation composition. While

Figure 2. Observation-based (EFFIS, GFED 3.1, and GFED 4.1 s) versus
simulated annual burned area for four European regions. The bar
and the range represent the mean and the standard deviation of
burned area over the period 1997–2009. Simulated burned area is
calculated based on the ensemble mean of ESMs-driven simulations
(Table 1) in experiment FUL_EFF (Table 2). Areas with greater than 50%
agricultural land were excluded from the calculation. Regions are
defined in Figure S2.

Figure 3. Trends (dashed line) and variability (solid line) of observed and simulated burned area for countries in the
Mediterranean region where wildfires are prominent over the period 1997–2009. Simulated burned area is calculated
based on the ensemble mean of ESMs-driven simulations (Table 1) in experiment FUL_EFF (Table 2). The variability and
trend are calculated based on the Z-scores of the observed and simulated cross-ESMs ensemble mean annual burned area.
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Figure 5. Changes in mean annual burned fraction (BF) in MPI-ESM-LR simulations related to present date. (a) Relative changes between future (2081–2100) and
present date (1981–2000) in experiments FUL_EFF (BFfuture/BFpresent-day� 1); (b to d) Relative factorial effect (RFE, equation (1) and Table 2) for annual burned
area fraction in future. Only significant changes (p< 0.05) are presented using Mann-Whitney U test. Areas with no change or nonsignificant change are in white.
Areas with greater than 50% agricultural land were excluded (grey).

Figure 4. Simulated relative changes in burned area (BA) for Europe to the end of 21st century by twomodels, represented
as ensemble relative change to present date (1981–2000) for four ESMs in RCP 8.5 and RCP 2.6 scenarios (BAfuture/
BApresent-day). Spreads are ESMs uncertainties represented as one standard deviation among ESMs from the ensemble
mean. All lines are smoothed with 20 year moving average.
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LPJ-GUESS simulates relatively small vegetation changes, herbaceous vegetation is gaining dominance in
LPJmL (Figure S4).

While both models project a strong increase in burned area at the continental scale, the spatial patterns were
only in parts comparable (e.g., increase in burned area in eastern and parts of northern Europe and parts of
Mediterranean Europe; Figure 5a, represented as change in mean annual burned fraction, i.e., change in the
probability of a pixel being burnt per year). The RCP8.5-SSP5 and RCP2.6-SSP1 simulations differed not only in
the magnitude of the changes (Figure 4) but also in the direction of change in different regions (Figure 5a).

3.3. Climate Effects

Climate change affects the occurrence of hot temperatures and soil moisture deficits and thus changes
climatic fire danger but has also indirect effects through impacts on vegetation productivity and thereby
changing fuel buildup (Figure 6). When focusing on climate alone, both models simulated a positive climate
effect on fire across most of Europe, but with, as expected, burned-area responses to the RCP8.5-SSP5 forcing
beingmuch higher than for RCP2.6-SSP1 (Figure 5b). When aggregated for the subregions (Figure 7), climate-
response trends were found to be similar in LPJ-GUESS and LPJmL for most regions. Increases in burned area
were mainly caused by a direct climate effect, that is, increase in climatic fire danger at higher temperature
(approximately +4°K, Figure S5a) and/or decrease in precipitation (approximately �100mm/yr, Figure S5b)
outweighed the negative climate effects on vegetation productivity and fuel load (Figure 6a) in both models.

The two models differed, however, in their projected trends for Mediterranean Europe (especially for the
RCP8.5 scenario, Figure 7): Similar to other subregions, LPJ-GUESS simulated an increase in burned area for
the RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario (RFECC is +37%, Table S2), as the increase in climatic fire danger in LPJ-GUESS over-
rode the slightly negative effect of climate change on fuel load (Figure 6), leading to a considerable increase
in absolute burned area (Table S2). By contrast, LPJmL simulated a declining burned area for Mediterranean
Europe in the RCP8.5 runs, especially in parts of the Iberian Peninsula (and more or less no change in RCP2.6;
Figures 5 and 7; �76%,Table S2). The strongly declining fuel load in this region (Figure 6) posed a fuel limita-
tion sufficient to limit fire spread. In all other regions, climate change led to either a strong increase in burned
area in simulations with both models (RCP8.5), or little to no change (RCP2.6; Figures 5 and 7).

3.4. Atmospheric CO2 Effects

Atmospheric CO2 concentration is projected to reach 936 ppmv for RCP85 and 421 ppmv for RCP2.6 by the
end of 21st century (Figure S1b). The enhanced atmospheric CO2 concentration (compared to 369 ppmv in

Figure 6. Relative factorial effects (RFE, equation (1) and Table 2) for fuel load represented as the sum of aboveground biomass and litter due to changes in climate
and atmospheric CO2 concentration. Results are from MPI-ESM-LR, only significant changes (p< 0.05) between FUL_EFF and correspondent factorial experiments in
future (2081–2100) are presented using Mann-Whitney U test. Areas with no change or nonsignificant change are in white. Areas with greater than 50% agricultural
land were excluded (grey).
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CON_CO2) in the future resulted in a general increase in fuel load by approximately 10%–70% for Europe
(Figure 6). In response to this increase in fuel load, both models simulated a general increase in burned area,
by 30% for LPJ-GUESS, and by 223% for LPJmL for Europe in the high-CO2, RCP8.5-SSP5 scenario (Figures 5
and 7). At the European scale, the CO2 effects hence outweighed the climate-change effects in burned area
in LPJmL, while for LPJ-GUESS, climate change was the more important driver (Figure 7). A similar response in
LPJ-GUESS was also found in the RCP2.6 simulations, while for RCP2.6 in LPJmL, the climate change and CO2

effects were approximately similar when averaged across the continent.

Regionally, effects of CO2 (in the RCP8.5 scenario) were quite pronounced in Mediterranean Europe for both
models, and parts of eastern Europe (Figures 5 and 7), mirroring the spatial patterns of the CO2 effects on

Figure 7. Relative factorial effect (RFE, equation (1) and Table 2) of climate, atmospheric CO2, and human population
density to annual burned area over time in regions under different scenarios, represented as ensemble changes between
FUL_EFF and factorial experiments relative to the mean of present date; inset plots are relative changes in burned area
represented as BAfuture/BApresent-day� 1. RFE for northern Europe for LPJmL are relatively large due to very low fire simulated
for present date. Areas with greater than 50% agricultural landwere excluded from the calculation. All lines are smoothedwith
20 year moving average. Please note the different y axis.
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vegetation productivity and fuel load to some degree (Figure 6). Beside influences from changes in fuel load,
changes in burned area also reflected changes in the actual vegetation type. Negative RFECO2 were simulated
by LPJ-GUESS (Figure 5) for the area where changes in biome type (not shown) and woody-grass ratio
(Figure S4) also happened, though given a general increase in fuel load. By contrast, LPJmL simulated an
increase in fuel load and relatively stable vegetation composition (albeit much different compared to
LPJ-GUESS; Figures 6 and S4) therefore providing enough fuel and contributing even a greater effect for
the increase in burned area for the whole Europe (Figure 7, “Europe”).

3.5. Population Effects

In both future scenarios population density increases for Europe until the mid-21st century, after which popu-
lation growth continues for SSP5, while population drops again to approximately present-day values for SSP1
(Figure S1). Meanwhile, the urban share of the European population increases in both future scenarios
through the end of 21st century with faster rates for eastern Europe than other regions (https://secure.
iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/ene/SspDb/dsd?Action=htmlpage&page=countries). Southern Scandinavia and wes-
tern Europe are projected to be the main population-increasing regions, while population in eastern
Europe is projected to decline for both SSPs (Figure S5). In SSP5 a strong regional divergence between east-
ern and (north) western Europe emerges, while in SSP1 at the end of the 21st century a decline is also pro-
jected for parts of central and Mediterranean Europe. For burned area, at the European scale, the overall
population effects in RCP8.5 were nearly negligible (Figure 7, RFEPD< 0.2), but for RCP2.6 burned area in
LPJ-GUESS increased with population change, and the total effect was even larger than the simulated climate
effect. By contrast, population change did not impact burned area (or had even negative RFEPD) in LPJmL in
the RCP2.6 runs. At the subregion scale, the effect of population density in LPJ-GUESS was on a par with the
effect of climate change for eastern Europe in RCP8.5, and substantial differences between the two RCPs
emerged (e.g., Mediterranean, western Europe). In LPJmL effects of population were least important of the
three investigated drivers in all subregions, with exception of northern Europe, and no difference between
the RCP8.5 and 2.6 scenarios emerged (Figure 7).

4. Discussion
4.1. Temporal Trends at the European Level

Few studies so far have, in addition to climate change, investigated effects of vegetation and socioeconomic
changes on wildfires, and the effects of these additional important drivers atop of climate change are so far
very uncertain [Kloster et al., 2012;Migliavacca et al., 2013b]. For example,Migliavacca et al. [2013b] simulated
a stronger impact of human fire suppression, and a weaker fuel load effect on changes in fire emissions for
Europe by the end of the 21st century compared to a study by Kloster et al. [2012].

In transient future simulations, the two models projected increasing burned area on the continental scale,
with very different overall magnitude under the severe RCP8.5 scenario but similar increase under RCP2.6
(Figure 7). In LPJ-GUESS, the impact of climate change on burned area was the overall dominating effect
followed by atmospheric CO2 and human effects, all contributing to the increase in future burned area. In
LPJmL, positive effects by CO2 on fuel load were very strong, and CO2 emerged as the continentally dominat-
ing effect. The previous study byMigliavacca et al. [2013b] estimated a less than 15% increase in burned area
for Europe by the end of the 21st century under the Special Report on Emissions Scenario A1B scenario, with a
dominant climate effect (as in LPJ-GUESS) and a negative human effect (as in LPJmL). The dominating effects
are comparable to our findings, but the scale of increase in future burned area for the continent was much
smaller by comparison (15% versus 88% for LPJ-GUESS, 265% for LPJmL, see Table S2). Apart from the differ-
ent climate scenarios used, this difference may be partly caused by the different sensitivity of fire-vegetation
interactions in the models applied. The fire algorithm in Migliavacca et al. [2013a] puts an upper limit on fuel
influencing fire probability and additionally simulates fire suppression effects, such mechanisms are not
incorporated in the two fire models used here. In addition, the difference may be also partly caused by the
consideration of small fires and the associated uncertainties implied by the correction procedure in the
observation. The difference EFFIS minus GFED3.1 differs considerably from GFED4.1 s minus GFED3.1, even
though both EFFIS and GFED4.1 s include small fires (Figure 2). It should also be considered that
Migliavacca et al. [2013a] calibrated their model against EFFIS, and not GFED4.1 s, which has only become
available recently. The 15% increase in Migliavacca et al. [2013b] can be regarded as the more conservative
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estimation, while our results in this study represent a high-impact potential future. Similar to our results,
Migliavacca et al. [2013b] also found increasing burned area for eastern Europe, but a more quantitative
discussion of the different contributing factors is difficult due to the differences in experiment setup
and analysis.

4.2. Eastern Europe: A Potential New Fire-Prone Area

Over the last decades, an increasing trend in burned area has been observed for eastern Europe [Schmuck
et al., 2014]. Our study showed a considerable increase in burned area in the future, a trend that corresponds
with previously simulated increases in fires activity [Krawchuk et al., 2009; Pechony and Shindell, 2010] and in
fire emissions [Kloster et al., 2012; Migliavacca et al., 2013b; Knorr et al., 2015] for the same region. These
studies, however, have attributed changes in fire activity and emissions to different processes. For example,
the increase in fire numbers in eastern Europe projected by Krawchuk et al. [2009] was explained mainly by
climate change alone. Their study was based on statistical models that linked fire activity to a number of
drivers, including interactions of climate change and net primary production. Vegetation effects were small
for eastern Europe as interactions between vegetation composition through fuel load, tree architecture, or
the proportion of fine fuel and fire were not considered. Using a coupled fire-vegetation-biogeochemical
model, Kloster et al. [2012] and Migliavacca et al. [2013b] simulated an increase in fire emissions for eastern
Europe and also attributed the increase mostly to climate change when explicitly considering other drivers
such as aboveground biomass and population density. Such increasing trend for eastern Europe is in agree-
ment with the recent global simulation study by Knorr et al. [2015] which found highly significant increases in
fire emissions for central and eastern Europe that were due mainly to changes in population density, while
climate change had a discernable impact only for RCP8.5 but not for RCP4.5.

Climate change in eastern Europe leads to warmer and drier growth conditions which affect vegetation struc-
ture and mortality rates, and therefore fuel type, fuel load, fire intensity, and rate of fire spread. Eastern (and
southeastern) Europe is also a region where large-scale population decline is expected, particularly for SSP5
(Figure S5). The emerging trends in burned area were attributed to different drivers in LPJ-GUESS and LPJmL.
As seen in Figure 7, climate and CO2 affected burned area positively in both models. These effects were
substantially stronger in LPJmL, arising from stronger climate-vegetation-fire interactions due to the higher
sensitivity to changes in vegetation structure and fuel load.

In our study, eastern Europe emerged as an example region for the potentially important effects of changes
in human population and population urban share. Both models assume that in sparsely populated areas, fires
spread more easily, as fire detection takes longer, firefighting is delayed and fire spread is fostered in less-
fragmented landscapes. High level of population density, in contrast, usually means less potential ignitions,
considerable landscape fragmentation, and urbanization, all of which reduce fire spread [Archibald et al.,
2010; Knorr et al., 2014]. SSP1 and SSP5 both assume declining population density (Figure S5c) and an increas-
ing fraction of the population residing in urban environments (https://secure.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/ene/
SspDb/dsd?Action=htmlpage&page=countries) in the eastern parts of the continent over the 21st century.
In LPJ-GUESS this translated into an overall increase in burned area with a strong contribution from human
influence of similar magnitude to the climate effect, while the effect for LPJmL was negligible which echoed
the small human effect found by Migliavacca et al. [2013b]. LPJ-GUESS characterizes fire based on an empiri-
cal model that integrates human effects on fire ignitions and fire spread. In line with Guyette et al. [2002],
LPJ-GUESS assumes that an ignition-limited fire regime likely exists only under rare conditions of very low
population density, and the suppression effect thus is dominant for most of Europe [Knorr et al., 2014]. By
contrast, LPJmL links fire density (number of fires per area and time interval) to population and assumes that
the number of fires tends to increase with increasing population density up to about 16 people per square
kilometer, declining thereafter [Thonicke et al., 2010]. Consequently, for regions where projected changes
in population density vary around this threshold, both increases and declines in burned area could occur,
leading to a small net effect (Figure 5).

4.3. Mediterranean Europe: Will Changes in Fuel Load Matter?

By contrast to all other subregions, the simulated levels of increases in burned area over the 21st century for
Mediterranean Europe were rather similar in both models (Figure 7, inset). However, similar to what was
observed for eastern Europe, the underlying processes differed substantially. Both models found a strong
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and positive CO2 effect. However, in LPJ-GUESS, climate change was the slightly stronger driver which is in
line with Pechony and Shindell [2010], who simulated positive fire activity trends driven by climate for this
region. In LPJmL, climate change reduced fuel loads strongly, in turn constraining the overall trend of burned
area and leading to a dominant negative climate effect. This strong interaction with vegetation agrees with
Pausas and Paula [2012] and Krawchuk et al. [2009] who found that vegetation could play a strong role in
wildfire distribution in Mediterranean Europe. For example, Pausas and Paula [2012] defined 13 regions for
the Iberian Peninsula distributed along an aridity gradient with different vegetation productivity and fuel
structure and found that the vegetation characteristics were statistically more relevant in driving fire activity
than climatic conditions.

The different climate effects from the two models can be explained by the different underlying fire-
vegetation interactions. SIMFIRE [Knorr et al., 2014] applies FAPAR to represent fuel continuity, whereas
SPITFIRE [Thonicke et al., 2010] divides litter into dead fuel classes to account for the influence of fine and
medium-size fuel on fire spread, thus burned area. By considering postfire mortality, trees can die after fire,
and their dead biomass can contribute to litter accumulation during fire-free intervals leading to stronger fire
impacts when a fire occurs in LPJmL eventually reducing woody vegetation. With vegetation growth increas-
ingly limited, fuel load is reduced, thus limiting fire spread under climate change. This can impose a dominant
negative effect on fire, despite increasing climatic fire danger. This explains why the vegetation-constraining
effect for LPJmL is stronger, resulting in a negative climate effect on fire for Mediterranean Europe with
obviously limited buffering effects of atmospheric CO2 on vegetation growth, thus fire (Figure 7).

4.4. Northern Europe: Will Changes in Vegetation Composition Matter?

Northern Europe differs from the rest of Europe by its sparse population, and (even though most forests are
managed) a comparatively natural response of vegetation species composition to climate change can be
expected to be more visible than in other regions of the continent [Peterken, 1996]. In previous studies of past
fire regimes for northern Europe, climate was identified as the main driver [e.g., Pitkänen et al., 2002; Carcaillet
et al., 2007; Olsson et al., 2010], but in addition to direct climate effects, interactions with species composition
can also be important [Pitkänen et al., 2002; Tryterud, 2003; Brown and Giesecke, 2014]. A historical example of
this is the (re-)establishment of spruce in Scandinavia during the Holocene, which is thought to be initiated
by climate, and which could then trigger a change from a (prespruce) fire-prone to a (postspruce) fire-free area
[Tryterud, 2003; Ohlson et al., 2011]. Observations such as these pose the question whether future climate
change would also potentially lead to changes in natural vegetation types that could notably alter the future
fire regime. Simulations with LPJ-GUESS indicated a future northward spread of conifer vegetation at the north-
ern timberline, and broadleaf forest replacing mixed forest on the southern edge of their distribution [Hickler
et al., 2012] due to the combined effects of climate change and enhanced CO2 concentration (also shown in
Figure S4). These changes in vegetation type enlarged fire-free areas for parts of northern Europe (Figure 5a)
because needleleaf forest is less prone to fire effects than the replaced high-latitude grassland, and broadleaf
forest is less prone than mixed forest [Knorr et al., 2014]. Similar large-scale vegetation shifts also operate in
LPJmL. In addition, different fuel bulk densities parameterized for each PFTs and changing tree-to-grass ratios
(Figure S4) influenced fire spread [Thonicke et al., 2010], but the resulting fire-dampening effects did not out-
weigh climate change impacts at the large scale in northern Europe. Accordingly, climate change effects were
the overall most dominant factors enhancing burned area in LPJmL as well.

4.5. Western Europe: A Region With Least Concern

Being densely populated, relatively wet, and dominated by agricultural lands, the present level of fire occur-
rence in western Europe is low, and very few studies have so far discussed possible changes in the fire regime
of this region. Future burned area for western Europe was simulated to increase substantially by LPJmL but
moderately by LPJ-GUESS, though the relative influence of the investigated drivers are comparable. The large
intermodel difference in magnitude stems mainly from the climate effect and the CO2 effect (Figure 7 “W.
Europe” and Table S2) which are both closely associated with the uncertainty in fire-vegetation interactions
(see also sections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.6. Model Comparison and Future Work

In our study, the two models simulated diverging, regionally heterogeneous changes in burned area. Large
uncertainties exist not only due to diverging climate change and socioeconomic drivers but also due to
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differing processes representation in the models. The semiempirical fire model SIMFIRE, incorporated in
LPJ-GUESS represents fire as a simplified function of temperature, precipitation, population density, vegeta-
tion cover fraction expressed as FAPAR, and biome type. The number of degrees of freedom is thus expected
to be smaller than SPITFIRE incorporated in LPJmL, which aims to provide highly detailed processes in simu-
lating fire regime including fire spread, fire intensity, and postfire mortality of vegetation. But the intermodel
differences shown in this study could be the result not only of the fire representation per se, but likely also
arise from the simulated vegetation composition and structure. The explicit individual-based approach in
LPJ-GUESS may have an advantage when representing vegetation dynamics in areas subject to pronounced
seasonal water deficits [Smith et al., 2001; Hickler et al., 2012]. In the current presentation of SIMFIRE [Knorr
et al., 2014], fire-induced feedbacks to vegetation composition are limited, while fire effects in SPITFIRE
[Thonicke et al., 2010] affect average vegetation individuals of a specific PFT, thus likely overestimating the
vegetation feedback.

For human-fire interactions, both models employ empirical methods based on different data sources or
model assumptions. SIMFIRE parameterizes fire ignition and fire suppression based on remote sensing data
using a semiempirical approach, leading to better model evaluation results compared to SPITFIRE. SPITFIRE
quantifies human-caused fire ignitions based on a simple approximation of ignition scaling with human
population density [Venevsky et al., 2002], an approach that is now widely used in other global fire models
[e.g., Arora and Boer, 2005; Kloster et al., 2010] and confirmed to be applicable to Europe [Migliavacca et al.,
2013a]. However, by making the fire duration solely dependent on fire danger, SPITFIRE likely overestimates
burned area in countries with sophisticated fire-fighting strategies. This could in part explain the overestima-
tion of area burned in Mediterranean Europe under current climate found in this study. In other models fire
ignitions and fire duration were calibrated for Europe at Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics-3 level
using fire-statistical data to improve simulation of burned area [Migliavacca et al., 2013a]. This approach yields
relatively low modeling error against remotely sensed and fire-statistical data, but it implies that the spatial
distribution of fire ignitions and fire suppression remains constant over time, including climate change.
The approaches presented in this study are based on dynamic representation of fire ignition and spread with
different degree of vegetation-fire feedback mechanisms incorporated. Being more prone to error propaga-
tion, projected changes of future burned area are rather uncertain in Mediterranean Europe (LPJmL-SPITFIRE)
and in northern Europe (LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE). However, they offer a first insight to possible future trajectories
where the interactions between biotic and abiotic conditions, as well as human population density, may lead
to nonlinear changes, e.g., new fire-prone areas or reduced burned area despite increased future climatic fire
danger. It will be important to regionally refine process-based approaches for simulating human-caused
ignitions and pattern of fire suppression (LPJmL-SPITFIRE) and improve feedback to vegetation composition
and fuel limitation (LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE).

In addition, CO2 fertilization effects on fuel availability and thus burned area could be altered by carbon-
nitrogen (C-N) interactions under climate change. Results from a number of DGVMs indicate that N limitation
limits the strength of CO2 fertilization on terrestrial C sequestration, particularly so in boreal ecosystems.
These interactions become less limiting toward temperate and tropical latitudes (see review article by
Zaehle and Dalmonech [2011]). Thornton et al. [2007] have also argued that the CO2 fertilization effect could
be constrained by N limitation for the European continent. But coupled CN DGVM experiments also have
shown that warmer climate will result in increasing soil mineralization rate and N availability to plants
[Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011; Wårlind et al., 2014]. Therefore, as the large competing individual effects of
N on carbon cycle processes cancel each other to some degree, a similar analysis will yet have to be
performed regarding interactions of the coupled carbon and nitrogen cycle on fuel load, vegetation type,
burned area, and fire emissions. Future land use and land cover could undergo considerable changes in
Europe, at least in some regions, when global trade, technology, demography, and policies change [Busch,
2006]. Depending on the spatial pattern, this could lead to either decrease (due to reduction in naturally
vegetated area) or increase (due to agriculture abandonment) in future burnt area as land use change alters
fuel loads and fuel connectivity [Power et al., 2010; Viedma et al., 2015] but also use of fire on agricultural land.
Due to large uncertainties involved with these aspects, we have included land use change only indirectly into
our analysis by analyzing aspects of demography only. Clearly, once improved future projections of land use
and land cover change scenarios at the continental scale become available, these could be also considered
for European future fire regimes.
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5. Summary

In this study, we used climate projections from four ESMs for two radiative concentration pathways (RCP8.5
and RCP2.6) and two socioeconomic scenarios to investigate future impacts on fire. We specifically analyzed
the relative contribution of climate change, atmospheric CO2, and human population on future burned area
for Europe from two fire-vegetation models.

We found that climate change is not necessarily the dominant driver for future fire regime for Europe (highest
RFE in individual model: 64% of RFECC in LPJ-GUESS versus 223% of RFECO2 in LPJmL) when considering inter-
actions with vegetation, as seen by the large response of fire to CO2 fertilization. The influence of vegetation
is important and outweighed the effect of population density for most parts of Europe. Eastern Europe, with a
substantial increase in future burned area simulated by both models, could be a potential new fire-prone
area in future and should gain attention in future fire management. Changes in future burned area for
Mediterranean and northern Europe are less robust due to the uncertainty in fire-vegetation interaction.
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